4l80e reverse servo removal
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appreciate it. JavaScript is disabled. For a better experience, please enable JavaScript in your
browser before proceeding. Lost reverse 4l80e. Thread starter dheavychevy38 Start date Dec 4,
Location north west ubs of illinois. Now I have done some research and most if not all post say
reverse band is the number one reason to lose reverse. I have done the engine brakeing test
and that seem to be good from what I can tell I have to double check that as soon as some one
can pull me out of the driveway lol. This trans has around on a rebuild. My question is what are
the chances that the reverse servo is just bad and what are the chances that it wasn't up dated
in the rebuild? Location Grand Rapids MI. Yes, reverse band failure is 1 reason for no reverse.
The servo is definitely a possibility. You can pull it out and check it with pan removed, may need
to loosen or remove valve body to get the servo cover off. Once the servo is out, you can
manually apply band and try to tell if it is broke. Also, with pan off you can see if any debris in
the pan indicating internal failure. If the direct clutch is burned up, it can cause no reverse but
usually will slip or not have 3rd too! Hard to say what was done went it was rebuilt, everyone
has their own ideas and ways of rebuilding. Hope this helps ya. I think thats fair seeing as no
other trans shop would look at it till mid to end of the week. Does anyone have a suggestion for
a stronger reverse band that I should recommed to the trans guy? The funny thing is I always
come to a complete stop and shift reverse to first and swich. Location Lower Adirondacks, NY. I
do not know much about this but i do know this tranny came behind the Duramax in the vans
and is a common swap when installing a Duramax in a car or small truck. From what i have read
this tranny can be rebuilt with heavy duty parts to hold up to a mildly tuned diesel so this may
be the route you may want to take for your rebuild. Look into Suncoast or ATS transmissions
for any tranny part upgrades. BlizzardBeater Senior Member. Location Maine. I dont know what
prices are in your are but have you checked with the dealer on how much it would be for a
factory reman 3 year , mile unit. I've bought several for less than that. BlizzardBeater; said:.
Location NorthWest Alaska. Work had a 96 F 2 tranny went out after 2 years, the cost of OH. For
plow trucks they should have dual batteries and heavy duty alternator, extra windo heat for rear
crew cab , heated wipers, and adiquate plowing mirrors instead of the std postage stamp ones
they come with Plow trucks off the dealer lot are just std trucks with minimal add-ons beefed
springs and firewall hole the transmission is the key, without it you dont get work done. As a
truck with a automatic transmissionwhich has a transmission cooler core, is it a regular coolent
core? You know pushing snow builds lots of heat the tranny has to cool off, is it possible to
install a transmission fluid temp gage? Last edited: Dec 6, Rex in OTZ; said:. Tranny coolers My
question is do they offer a bigger than stock oil cooler? My question is do they offer a bigger
than stock oil cooler? Gibsonk Junior Member. Location Nipigon ON. I don't know how hard you
guys are on stuff but the Allison dealer here has never had to replace an Allison tranny thats
behind the duramax yet. They have repaired wiring and such but never a compelte replacement.
So ive been told by them and they are pretty good stand up guys. Location avon mass. Location
rock - Me - hardplace. A simple way to lengthen the life of your reverse band is to change your
shift pattern. This will keep the band applied, greatly reducing the stress cycles. It takes a while
to get used to it, but it's worth the effort. A couple of other advantages to this shift pattern is
that it will keep the engine revs up. Allows the alternator to keep the battery charged better, and
improves flow through the cooler circuit of the trans. You must log in or register to reply here.
Diagnosing a shift concern can be easy, as long as you understand some basic techniques to
help get to the root of the problem. A reliable and orderly diagnostic approach is splitting the
circuits. Splitting the circuits means separating and analyzing the hydraulic, electrical and
mechanical issues that could create the problem. Make sure you have the following on hand: a
line-pressure-test spec sheet with test-port locations, and a clutch and band chart to help
eliminate other areas that may be associated with the problem shift. All too often a problem
arises in the shop that just pushes our patience to the limit. Never fails; the customer needed
the vehicle last week and is not letting up on the pressure to get the vehicle delivered. When
time demands become overwhelming, such as in this scenario, it is very easy to get
sidetracked. In our rush, we often ignore the diagnostic basics that would have led us to the
root of the problem. A real-life situation reminded me how we all fall into this trap and need to
remember that diagnostic time typically saves money vs. This means that the pressure test
must be done in that specific gear. Also, use the clutch and band application chart to see
whether the component of concern is used in a different gear range, and make the pressure test
in that gear range as well. In the case of no reverse, the players inside the transmission are:.
Knowing this, we want to test the line pressure with the transmission in reverse, 3rd, 4th and

manual 1st. Verify that both the low side and the high side of line pressure at each of the shifts
are within the pressure-test-chart specification. To test the pressures for 3rd, 4th and manual
1st, we will have to go on a road test while monitoring the pressure gauge. IMPORTANT: Make
sure that the pressure gauge is secure for the road test and easily viewed remember, keep the
pressure gauge on the outside of the vehicle if it is a mechanical gauge. This will prevent oil
from ending up inside the car if there happens to be a leak from the gauge or hose. Depending
on the test results, we know the following:. This will be separated during the mechanical test to
know where the problem area is. No engine braking in manual 1st is a great clue that may lead
us to the band, but there are still other factors to look at. The first step was verifying pressure.
Splitting the circuits electrically is a basic step in diagnosis of the no-reverse shift concern.
Electrically controlled transmissions generally have a built-in safety program that prevents the
transmission parts from breaking on the basis of a rolling-speed shift reference during the
reverse engagement. If the control module senses a speed reference greater than 8 mph during
the shift into reverse, it has the ability to prevent the shift from happening. That being said,
eliminating the electrical part of this one is a simple test. With the case connector unplugged,
line pressure will go to an uncontrolled max value that can mask a leaking concern inside the
unit. To do this, we need to have the oil pan removed. It is a very simple procedure and can be
done two different ways. First, make up a special tool that will allow you to manually lock the
servo down. To do this, use an old servo cover and drill a hole down the center of the cover.
With the hole drilled, weld a nut on top of the cover to allow the use of a bolt to lock the band
tight mechanically Figure 1. Once you have the tool installed there are two ways to do the test.
One can be very messy if you are not prepared for the test, and one is clean, as the oil pan is
reinstalled onto the transmission. You will need to make a second tool from an oil pickup tube
off of an old filter cut the neck off the filter and clean it for the tool. Install a rubber hose onto
the tube, making sure that the hose is long enough to reach into an oil-filled bucket and allow
the pickup tube to be installed into the oil pump. This is a fast test but is messy, so be careful. It
is a good idea to hang a plastic shield around the transmission to direct oil into the catch
bucket! Start the vehicle in neutral with the parking brake applied this helps in preventing the
mess , and quickly shift to reverse to verify whether the band is holding with engine load. Note :
If you happen to start in park and shift to reverse, it will squirt oil big mess. Question to be
answered: Does it now have reverse? This is the messy test! Make sure that the bolt on the
locking tool allows the oil pan to be reinstalled and fill the pan with oil. With the oil pan installed
and filled to the proper oil level, make the shift test to see whether you now have reverse with
the parking brake applied. Does the engine hold back? This is the cleaner test! If during the test
our answer gives us a positive shift into reverse, we know there is a band-application issue that
typically can be resolved without removing the transmission. While the valve body is on the
bench, carefully inspect the body for valves sticking and make sure that there is no issue with
checkballs 7 and 11, which are housed in sleeves in the valve body both have been known to
cause issues. If there is still no reverse during the test, the transmission must be removed for
inspection to make sure that there is nothing in the direct-clutch drum remember, there are two
separate apply areas for reverse vs. Dismantle the transmission to the point of being able to see
the direct-clutch drum in the case with the valve body removed. Make a simple air test to the
direct-clutch through the case to verify that both the feed passages apply and hold. If it fails this
test, remove and verify problem areas in the drum or on the support, and retest. Visually inspect
the band and the drum for broken pieces Figure 2. Install the special test tool that allows the
band to be mechanically applied Figure 3. Lock the band tight and verify that the band ends do
not touch, preventing a positive lock on the drum. Important to note: Installing an improper
band is a common cause of no reverse after repair because of rapid wear. Why does this wear
occur? In the model year there was a change in both the surface of the drum and the lining of
the band. In addition, there also was a change in the boost valve in the front pump for reverse
line-pressure boost. The differences in the bands are clear Figure 4. Early bands had a grooved
lining, and later bands were smooth-lined. Along with this change, the surface of the drum is
critical for the life of the band. Early drums did not have a smooth finish on them to allow for the
use of the grooved band. The late drum is smooth-finished to allow use of the smooth-lined
band Figure 5. If you happen to put the smooth-lined band onto the drum that has the rougher
finish, the band will fail, causing the lining to be removed no reverse. Diagnosis often seems as
though it takes too much time, but in the grand scheme of things, diagnosis truly saves time.
Remember the simple rules in diagnosis of separating the three areas of the transmission
hydraulic, electric and mechanical , as this does save that valuable time. Magazine Current
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with us. Advertise Subscribe Contact Us. By Randall Schroeder. Answers to the test results of
case connector unplugged: Reverse works : follow electrical diagnosis and check for speed
references to control module Reverse fails : on to the mechanical test! So far, here is what we
know in helping to find the no-reverse issue. Line-pressure issues can be eliminated easily with
a simple test. Electrical issues can be eliminated easily with a simple test. This leaves us with
the last of the three diagnostic areas: the mechanical part. Inspecting on the bench Dismantle
the transmission to the point of being able to see the direct-clutch drum in the case with the
valve body removed. Watch a webinar for free on-demand! Read the most recent edition of
Transmission Digest. Stay up to date by signing up for Transmission Digest newsletters. By
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